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[1] PROPOSAL OVERVIEW

The research program supported by this contract in FY 1989 has been
focused on a broad range of problems in the theory of elementary particles and non-
perturbative studies of quantum field theories using analytic and computational
tools.

Our recent results which w;1i be reported in. this proposal include continued
studies of the deconflnement and chiral phase transitions and the hadron spectrum
in lattice Quantum Chromodynamics, the detailed investigation of spontaneous
symmetry breaking in the Higgs sector of the Electroweak Model with further
quantitative analysis of the triviality mass bound of a heavy Higgs particle, a
preliminary Monte Carlo analysis of the heavy top quark mass problem, and
successful developments of the Hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm for the study of
lattice fermions in Quantum Chromodynamics and the Electroweak Model. We
also studied random surfaces and quantum gravity, the strangness problem in
Quantum Chromodynamics and charge screening in 2+1 dimensional QCD. A
brief summary of our contract supported results follows.

1. _Ve initiated this year a comprehensive study of finite temperature lattice
QCD at vanishing chemical potential including the full effect of dynamical
fermion loops with Wilson lattice fermions.

2. A new method was used to calculate the beta function of lattice QCD in
the presence of dynamical quark loop effects with Wilson lattice fermions.

3. We developed software and participated in the physics program of the
DOE Grand Challenge Program to simulate lattice QCD in the presence
of dynamical quark loop effects.

4. We developed a non-perturbative approach to the light quark flavor problem
in QCD with particular emphasis on strangeness matrix elements. We also
studied the problem of charge screening in 2-t-1 dimensional QCD.

5. Our group continued the comprehensive non-perturbative study of
spontaneous symmetry breaking in the Higgs sector of the standard
electroweak model. The theory and practice of finite size scaling behavior
was worked out to finalize our earlier results on the Higgs mass bound. We
also performed Monte Carlo simulations to study the full SU(2) Higgs sector
of the theory inluding dynamical fermion effects. A detailed study of the
heavy top quark mass problem was also initiated.

6. A new study of the conjectured non-trivial fixed point of Quantum
Electrodynamics was initiated on the lattice including dynamical fermion
loop effects and the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio term in the lattice action.

7. We studied in very large scale computer simulations random surfaces and
two-dimensional Quantum Gravity. The first steps were worked out to study
Quantum Gravity in 2+1 dimension using simplicial geometry.
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Our growing group was considerably strengthend by the appointment of
Aneesh Manohar as associate professor with tenure and Ann Nelson as assistant
professor. Two graduate students, Lee Lin and Yue Shen, have received their PhD
_lcgree in theoretical particle physics this year. They both worked in the area of
lattice gauge theries and they took up new research jobs as postdoctoral fellows
in excellent research groups•

A more detailed report oil our research activities follows.
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[2] RESEARCH PROGRAM

A. QUANTUM CHROMODYNAMICS

Quantum Chromodynamics on the lattice and in the continuum remained
one of the major research areas of our group. A broad range of problems has
been investigated non-perturbatively on the lattice using very large scale computer
simulations with active participation in the DOE Grand Challenge Program. We
also developed interesting analytic methods in continuum QCD to study light
flavor dynamics non-perturbafively and charge screening in 2+1 dimensional QCD.

1. THERMODYNAMICS "WITH WILSON FERMIONS

(Pietro Rossi)
The lattice formulation of the Dirac operator due to K. Wilson is one of the

most common way of incorporating fermions in .the lattice formulation of QCD.
This formulation introduces a hard breaking chiral symmetry term and the sym-
metry has to be recovered by fine tuning some of the parameters of the theory. So
far, preliminary studies , conducted by other groups seemed to indicate that the
attempts to tune the hopping parameter to the chiral limit, in the low tempera-
ture phase of the theory, were inevitably doomed to failure, since the system would
undergo a finite temperature transition, thereby effectively simulating the system
only in the high temperature phase. To address this question we have extensively
studied the thermodynamics of Wilson fermions on lattices with Nt - 4 and we
have shown that, contrary to previous claims the finite temperature transition
intersects the line of chirally symmetric theories at a finite value of the coupling.
The intersection point is dependent on the time extent of the lattice and therefore
it appears that on lattices large enough it will be possible to simulate the theory at
some coupling weak enough to reproduce continuum physics, while simultaneously
having a low temperature chiral system,

2. BETA FUNCTION WiTH WILSON FERMIONS

(Pietro Rossi)
The knowledge of the ft-function of a theory is a direct measure of the size

of the lattice artifacts on measurements it is therefore important to know the
_-function when one wants to obtain from the lattice theory predictions to be
compared with the continuum limit.

We studied the fl-f.unction of lattice QCD with Wilson fermions using the
ratio method to compare physical observables on lattices with the same physical
volume but different lattice spacings. We matched ratios of Wilson loop and the
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mass of the rr on to different lattices in order to get the shift in fl and n needed to
compensate for the change in the lattice spacing. This method offers the advantage
of minimizing finite volume effects, since the two lattices represent the same finite
physical volume.

The lattices we employed were 84 , and given the extreme computational in-
tensity of the problem, even these modest lattices are state of the art for simulation
with dynamical fermions.

Previous to our studies, there were reasons to believe that the scaling region
would set in at a higher value of tile coupling constant as compared to the pure
gauge theories, our studies seems not support this conjecture but given the compli-
cations ( theoretical as well ) of studying the renormalization of a two parameter
theory, this findings can only be seen as preliminary.

3. GRAND CHALLENGE

(Pietro Rossi)
The main effort of our research in the project, went into the development

of the software tools needed in the grand challenge program of DOE to study
lattice QCD with dynamical fermions. We started a very large scale simulation

of QCD with two flavor of Kogut-Susskind fermions on lattices 124 at f_ = 5.6
and bare quark mass of .01 in lattice units . We are using the hybrid molecular
dynamic algorithm since for two flavor of I(ogut-Susskind fermions it is not possible
to formulate a local Lagrangian and use unbiased algorithms like Hybrid Monte
Carlo.

Up to now all the efforts have been conce.ntrated in developing a software
package that could take full advantage of the architecture of the ETA-10 super-
computer. We have been very. successful in generating code that can run in excess
of 560 MFlops, a performance unmatched on any standard supercomputer. With
the shutdown of the ETA-10 system at SCRI the software is being transported to
the CRAY YMP replacement system and the connection machine at SCRI.

This project studied the spectroscopy of Kogut-Susskind fermions and the
spectroscopy of valence Wilson fermions. With Wilson fermions a variety of three
point functions and deep inelastic scattering operators were also studied.

4. LIGHT FLAVORS AND NONPERTURBATIVE QCD
(David Kaplan)
The behaviour of light quark degrees of freedom in QCD are poorly un-

derstood, since the problem is fundamentally nonperturbative. Nonetheless, the
quark model, which simply treats light quarks by endowing them with a dynami-
cal mass and then giving them relatively weak interactions, seems to work pretty
weil. As part of our research program we made an effort to understand how the
naive quarks of the quark model might emerge as excitations in QCD, and what
deviations from the former one might expect.

A major clue may be found in the strange matrix elements of the proton. For
this there are several pieces of intriguing experimental evidence. First of all, there
is the so-called "K-N sigma term", the indirect measurement of rns(pl$slp ) __ 350
MeV which suggests that approximately a third of the mass of the proton comes
from the strange quark. Secondly, a recent experiment by the European Muon
Collaboration (EMC) finds a large value for the matrix elemen_ (pl_TP75,_lp) from
deep ineleastic electro-production. In these experiments data from high energy
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yields the above low energy matrix elemeitt by means of the Bjorken sum rule.
An independent measurement of the same matrix element may be made in elastic

u- P scattering, since the Z 0 boson has an axial vect.or coupling to strange quarks.
The matrix elements determined from these completely different experiments are
mutually consistent.

This past year we have investigated the role of the strange quark in the
nucleon in the context of the skyrmion model. What we found was intriguing:
That in this model there is a collective exitation of the _q background which carries
the quantum numbers and mass of the constituent strange quark. Furthermore,
the zero-point fluctuations of this excitation contribute a significant amount to the
proton mass, and contribute to o'rN.

We also investigated of mesons the structure with one heavy and one light
quark. The formalism used in our work with Skyrmions was extended to show
that the heavy quark is screened by polarization of the _q background in a way
that induces the quantum numbers and mass shift expected from the naive quark
model. With this work we hope that a greater understanding will be achieved
about why the nonrelativistic quark model works, when QCD with light quarks
apparently has no nonrelativistic, weakly interacting degrees of freedom. The idea
that the naive quarks are collective excitations is very appealing--it explains why
they are heavy, and can explain why their interactions are relatively weak. What
is so fascinating to see is how excitations of the _q sea, naively with the quantum
numbers of pseudoscalar mesons, can aquire topological charges which mimic those
of the fundamental light quarks.

5. THE SPIN STRUCTURE OF THE PROTON

(David Kaplan and Aneesh Manohar)

The structure function gl(x) of the proton has recently been measured by
the European Muon Collaboration. This allows one to determine the proton matrix

element of the flavor SU(3) singlet axial vector current _'7_75 u + dTu75d + _7u75 s
in the proton. The experimental result is that this matrix element is close to zero.
In a recent paper, David Kaplan and Aneesh Manohar showed that the singlet
axial vector matrix element could also be determined from elastic neutrino-proton

scattering experiments, since the Z 0 boson coupling has a singlet axial vector
component. This provides an independent determination of the matrix element.
Reanalyzing existing data using SU(3 ) instead 'of SU(2), we obtained a value
consistent with the EMC measurement. The small value for the matrix element

is significant because it gives us additional information on the structure of the
proton.

The experimental result has been stated to imply that "the spin of the pro-
ton does not come from the spin of the quarks", or that the spin of the proton
comes from the angular momentum of the gluons. The analysis of this question in
the literature has not been (in our opinion) careful enough. The reason is thr_ the
gluon angular momentum operator, as conventionally defined, is not gauge invari-
ant. 'vVe believe that a gauge invariant version of the discussion in the literature
will arrive at different results from those obtained so far.

During our analysis of the neutrino scattering experiment, we realized that
there was an additional form factor for ghe SU(3) single_ vector current, the anoma-

lous magnetic moment for the baryon number current, --F2_0) which had been over-
looked. This form factor is interesting because different models of the nucleon
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(such as the Skyrme model or the non-relativistic quark model) give very different

values for --F_0). Since --F2t0) has not been measured experimen_ally, it is a good piace
to test hadronic models, because theory now has to make a prediction rather than

postdiction. An experimental group at Caltech, and one a_, Los Alamos have
proposed doing a sensitive neutrino scattering experiment that would determine

F_O).
We have been also working on the spin dependent structure functions for

hadronic targets with arbitrary spin. For spin 1/2 nucleons, the usual structure
functions which are important in the deep inelastic limit are Fl(r.),F2(x) and
gl(x). [g2(x) is unimportant in the scaling limit.] For targets with spin greater
than 1/2, there are generalizations of these structure functions, which we denote

by _FI(x), JLF2(x), and JLgl(z), for a spin J target. The subscript L indicates
that the structure function transforms like an irreducible tensor operator with
angular momentum L in target spin space. In QCD, one can derive a number of
relations which can be checked experimentally. There is the generalization of the

Call_-Oross relation, JLFl(z) = 2z{F2(x), and a series of sum rules,

/o_d.__"-_1(_)=0,_ _,-o_,_<_,
f0__ _--_(x)= 0,. o_a,.<_.

We have also shown how to calculate the new structure tractions for nuclear
targets using nuclear wave functions. The results are similar to the EMC effect,
i.e., the structure functions of nuclei are not the same as the sum of the structure
functions of th_ constituent quarks. A target with spin greater than 1/2 where
_hc new structure functions could be calculated theoretically, and do not involve
nuclear wave functions, is the photon. A calculation similar to the one done by
Witten to calculate the spin-averaged structure functions is feasible. The photon
structure function can be measured by analyzing double-flagged events in two-
photon physics experiments, such as the ones at Stanford.
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B. ELECTROWEAK MODEL

A relatively new area in lattice investigations is the non-perturbative study
of various sectors of the Electroweak Model. Our group has made considerable
progress during the last year in that new are_ and the research effort culminated
in the determination of an approximately 640 GeV upper bound on the mass of
the heavy Higgs particle. This year we continued research on this problem and
initiated new lattice work to study the heavy top quark problem and the full SU(2)
Higgs sector including dynamical fermion loop effects. We also initiated a new non-
perturbative lattice study of the conjectured non-trivial fixed point of QED in the
presence of dynamical fermion loop effects and a new Nambu-Jona-Lasinio term
in the lattice action.

1. THE HEAVY" HIGGS MESON PROBLEM

(Julius Kuti, Lee Lin, Yue Shen)
One of the most outstanding successes of recent non-perturbative lattice

investigations is the determination of an upper bound on the heavy Higgs mass
due to the triviality of the O(4) limit of the SU(2) Higgs sector in the standard
model. Two groups (ours is one of them) have obtained definitive results on the

| problem in very large scale computer simulations which were also helped by a
j considerable amount of analytic work. An independent and approximate analytic
,i determination of the upper bound was also obtained la lt year.

i We continued our work on the heavy Higgs meson problem in two impor-tant directions. We finalized our Monte Carlo data analysis of the large scale

computer simulations of the 0(4) model in the symmetric phase and the Higgsphase. This work has required extended finite size scaling analysis which became
our theoretical project in the investigation of the 0(4) model. Developing the cor-
rect finite size scaling theory of the O(4) model in the Higgs phase turned out to
be a major theoretical undertaking due to the severe infrared singularities of the
massless Goldstone particles. The first task was to develop the correct theoretical
approach for the calculation of the spectrum of the O(4) lattice Hamiltonian in
z fi_ite box. The problem is particularly intrigueing because the 0(4) symmetry
cannot be broken in the finite box. Nevertheless, we expect that the spectrum
of the Hamiltonian and the stationary energy eigenstates in the finite box should
provide a framework and a satisfactory description which is as good as the infinite
volume calculation with spontaneous symmetry breaking. The Born-Oppenheimer
approximation is the correct approach to this problem. We found the gapless ex-
citation spectrum of the Goldstone particles in the finite box without spontaneous

symmetry breaking. The finite box solution also made it possible to understandthe origin of spontaneous symmetry breaking in the infinite volume limit. As part
| of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation scheme we also solved the large volume
| infrared behavior as generated by the massless .Goldstone particles. We had to

develop a special Renormalization Group technique in the infrared region to deal
with this problem. Two publications are in preparation on the results.
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2. THE HEAVY TOP QUARK PROBLEM
(Julius Kuti, Lee Lin, Yue Shen, Pietro Rossi)
_Ve initiated this ye_r a new lattice study of the heavy top quark problem.

Strictly speaking one cannot study the top quark sector of the Electroweak Model
on the lattice without running into the problem of lattice regularization of chi-
ral Lagrangeans. However, the coupled Yukawa- Higgs model with vector-like
gauge interaction is an interesting pilot study to the full problem. We considered
a staggered t'ermion coupled to a one-component Higgs field on the lattice and
performed a large scale computer simulation using for the first time the Hybrid
Monte Carlo method in this model to sudy tile effects of dynamical fermion loops.
The gauge coupling was negleted in this first approximation. We determined the
phase diagram of the model and calculated the renormalization properties of the
Higgs field and the fermion field close to the critical line on the phase diagram. A
rather complex picture is emerging from the calulations which will require further
elaborate analytic and computer studies. A paper with our first results is in prepa-
ration. We plan to continue our studies of this model next year and investigate
the multi-component Higgs variant oi the model.

3. SU(2) HIGGS MODEL
(Julius Kuti, Lee Lin, Yue Shen, Pietro Rossi) It is of great theoretical

interest to investigate the full SU(2) Higgs sector of the Electroweak Model non-
perturbatively including the dynamical effects of the SU(2) gauge field and fermion
loops. On the lattice one can only investigate a vector-like theory which, however,
is expected to teach us many interesting things about the theory. For the sim-
ulation of the fermion loops we introduced a v_iant of the Hybrid Monte Carlo
method which proved to be very effective in the model. We studied the phase
diagram and showed that earlier results using the bi_ed Langevin method were
unreliable. _Ve also pointed out that a complicated phase diagram which does
not exclude the possibility of the Strongly Coupled Standard Model phase is not
inconsistent yet with existing Monte Carlo studies including ours. We plan to
continue Mcnte Carlo and analytic work on the model which has great potential
for future research.

4. NONTI:tIVIAL QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS?
(Pietro Rossi and John Sloan) Recently, there has been renewed interest

in chiral symmetry breaking in QED. This is due to numerical simulations oi"the
theory which show that a chiral transition exists in non-compact lattice QED and
t_ the contention by several groups that analytic solutions of the continuum mass
gap equation in the ladder approximation (hereafter called the rainbow equation)
indicate that the transition has non-trivial behavior. In addition, the anoma-
lous dimensions oi" fermionic operators in this approximation become large near
the transition, indicating that four-fermi interactions may become renormalizable.
This, in turn, has led several groups to include a Nambu-Jona-Lasinio term in
their rainbow calculations, finding a continuous line o_ chiral transitions in the
resulting two dimensional phase diagram. We are using the lattice to examine the
validity of the analytic calculations and to map the phase diagram.

The rainbow equation is obtained after making two approximations to the
full theory. First, the theory is quenched, eliminating the effects of fermionic
loops on bosonic propagators. The rainbow equation is then the Schwinger-Dyson
equation for the electron self-energy, with a one photon exchange kernal. (This
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is equivalent to eliminating crossed ladders in four-point amplitudes.) Our first
project was to check the validity of this second approximation by comparing, on
the lattice, values of < _k > predicted by the rainbow equation to values obtained
from a quenched monte carlo. To do this, we had to overcome two problems. First,
because lattice fermions have an exponential interaction with the gauge field

= ,/,.,

there are vertices on the lattice, corresponding to a fermion emitting ,'m arbitrar-
ily large number of photons, which have no analogue in the continuum. This was
solved by rederiving the lattice rainbow equation using the propagator for exp(iA)
rather than A, which resums most of the graphs involving the extra vertices. The
second problem was that, for a technical reason, the analytic trick which is used in
the continuum to change the rainbow equation from integral to differential form
cannot be used on the lattice. We therefore had to solve the lattice equation
numerically, using Newton's method. Unfortunately, this requires an O(V 2) algo-
rithm, as opposed to tt,e O(V) Monte Carlo. This restricted us to a maxim-tru
lattice size of 84.

On a finite lattice, the massless Dirac operator only couples even sites to
odd sites, so < _b > is identically zero for any gauge field configuration. For this
reason, the usual procedure is to obtain values of < _!/, > at several finite bare
masses and extrapolate to zero• At typical (i.e. large enough not to exhibit this
finite size effect) masses on an 84 lattice, we found excellent agreement between the
rainbow and Monte Carlo results at both strong and weak coupling. In the vicinity
of the transition, the rainbow values of < _ > were systematically slightly lower
titan the Monte Carlo values, but remained qualitatively similar to them. Because
these values of _he mass are large enough not to "feel" the finite size effects on
< _b >, this seems to support the validity of eliminating crossed ladders from the
quenched theory.

Our current project is an investigation of lattice QED which includes dy-
namical fermions and four-fermi interactions.

I0
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C. TOPICAL PROBLEMS

The growing diversity of our group is illustrated in this part. We inves-
tigated last year random surfaces and quantum gravity in large scale computer
simulations, vortex sheet dynamics, Hamiltonian dynamics on group manifolds,
and other topical problems as the study of strange baryon matter with interesting
astrophysical implications, supersymmetric models with the Higgs as a lepton, and
cosmic strings.

1. VORTEX SHEET DYNAMICS
(M. Agishstein and Alexander Migdal)
In vortex sheet dynamics we developed the algorithms of self-consistent

motion of the triangulated vortex sheet in its own velocity field. The most delicate
part of this problem is the topology conservation. The vortex sheet avoids self-
interaction and/or handle formation in the absence of viscosity.

The development of the Kelorn-Helmholtz instabilities is expected to lead
to the hierarchy of folds and wrinkles at the vortex sheet, which in effect would
produce the Haussdorff dimension greater than 2. The Kolmogorov scaling law for
the velocity field would correspond to Haussdorff dimension 7/3 = 2 + 1/3. Extra
1/3 of dimensions comes from those wrinkles.

Our computer simulations allowed us to trace the initial stage of the wrin-
kles formation process. At this stage the wrinkles arise as bumps, rolling up to
mushrooms, and then losing axial symmetry. In order to trace the further stages of
this turbulent motion, the acceleration of the algorithm is necessary. We developed
a fast algorithm, working linear in time in spite of nonlocality of self-interaction of
the vortex sheet. However, computer simulations with the new algorithm were not
yet performed. Still, even the beginning of the asymmetric roll-up of the vortex
sheet was never simuleted before at such scale. The corresponding results were
summarized in a paper to tppear in Physica D.

2. RANDOM SURFACES AND QUANTUM GRAVITY
(NI. Agishstein and Alexander Migdal)
Another line of our research developed the previous work of Agishstein

and Migdal in Moscow on triangulated model of random surfaces. Some of the
mathematical techniques and simulation algorithms were similar to those in vortex
sheet dynamics. However, the physical applications of random surfaces are quite
different. This is the microscopic definition of the 2d gravity with matter, in
pa.rticular the so-called noncritical string theory.

There are several important problems on noncritical string theory, which
require large scale computer simulations. First of all, even free strings, which
are described by planar world surfaces (without handles), seem to suffer from the
phase transitions to the branched polymer phase. The random surface degenerates
to the tree with branches of the microscopic size.

This scenario was never confirmed by numerical simulations, because it
takes about 10't triangles to form a developed branched polymer starting from
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triangulated surfaces. Also the most interesting phenomena are expected to occur
at space-time dimension D >__25, which takes huge computer resources.

We worked out the parallel algorithm which we implemented on a CM2
supercompu_er at Thinking Machines Co. in collaboration with John Richardson
and Lawrence Jacobs.

In order to achieve the maximal speed we used the low level language,
PARIS, directly addressing the processors of CM2. The D = 0 version of tile
code br,_sbeen already runnirg for a month, and produced some interesting new
resul'os. First., the logarithmic law for the mean square extent of the surface (i.e.,
the infinite extrinsic fractal dimension of the surface in the limit D --* 0) was

observed at large scale (up to 104 triangles) and with high accuracy (less than 1%
erro: in the critical exponent).

Second, we observed the deviations from the dimension law 2 -,, v_ for
intrinsic distance of the random walker at the random surface. Our measurements
produce t 1/3 instead of v_ Another observation, consistent with the above two is
the intrinsic fractal dimenion _ 3. The corresponding paper is in preparation.

We also developed new algoprithms for simulation of random surfaces via
SchrSdinger Dyson equ_tions and the random surface Ising model at the random
surface by means of the Swendsen-Wang algorithms. This work goes on in collab-
oration with lR..Ben-Av from 'Weitzman Insi, i_ute of Israel, who visited us here for
a week.

We also worked out the 3d-version of the dynamical triangulation, i.e., the
random 3d space built from equilateral tetrahedra. The corresponding elementray
moves, locally updating the triangulation, were found out and simple tests were
made on the computer. At this point the collaboration with B. Hasslacher was
very helpful. As we realized in discussion with him, this model can be made com-
pletely deterministic and Lecomes the cellular automata in gravity. The quantum
fluctuations arise due to the natural chaotic behaviour of the CA. This exciting
approach would take some more time to produce physical results.

3. STRANGE BARYON M_ATTER.

(Ann Nelson)
In a _'ecent paper with Lynn and Tetradis, we suggested that strange baryon

matter may have lower energy/baryon than ordinary nuclear matter, when the
number of baryons is sufficiently large, in a theory consistent with known fea-
tures of nuclei and SU(3)L x SU(3)R chiral symmetry (Stanford preprint ITP-
860, 1989). This matter mar be thought of as a large bag of baryons, with baryon
density comparable to that of ordinary nu_ lear matter. Kaon condensation inside
the bag lowers the baryon mass and tot_:i energy, and this type of matter has
strangeness/baryon of order one. This model has many important consequences
for neutron stars, which would actually be made of strange baryon matter. We
have computed the binding energy, mass versus radius relationship etc., but much
work needs to be done on strange ba_:yon stars. 1,1particular, the cooling rate, elec-
tromagnetic properties, and bulk and shear viscosities have not yet, but could be
computed, and it should be possible to compare these properties with observations
on the pulsar in Supernova 1987A.

Another interesting but unlikely possiblity is the production of strange
baryon matter in the laboratory, either in _elativistic heavy ion collisions or, even
more speculatively, by b_,:abarding heavy ionized nuclei with a nonrelativistic K-
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beam. Much more work needs to be done on this subject to see whet, her either
of these production mechanisms are feasible. Although laboratory production is a
longshot, the consequences would be so fascinat, ing that is is worth further theo-
tefical work.

4. SUPERSYMMETRIC MODEL "WITH THE HIGGS AS A LEPTON
(Ann Nelson)
Supersymmetry may be necessary in unified theories in order to keep tlm

Higgs Boson, and the weak scale, naturally light compared with the scale of Grand
Unification. One of the most appealing features of supersymmetry is the unifica-
tion of boson and fermion fields. However supersymmetric models have been rather
disapointing, requiring the introduction of many "Higgs" fields in addition to the
matter fields, whose only purpose is to break the' GUT and weak gauge symme-
tries. Attempts to unify the scalar fields responsible for symmetry breaking with
the known fermion fields have been phenomenological failures. The main dimcul-
ties have been unacceptably fast proton deca.y, no mass for the charge 2/3 quarks,
and unacceptable patterns of symmetry breaking.

Grand Unification of the low energy gauge group into SU(3) 3 ® a permu-
tation symmetry is less restrictive than unification into simple groups such as E6,
while successfully predicting the weak mixing angle, charge quantization etc. In
particular there are two allowed types of renormalizable F-term couplings, if the
_hree families of ordinary_quarks and let2tons are contained in three "27's", where
each 27 is a (3,3,1)e (3,1, 3) @ (1, 3, 3) under the gauge group. It is possible
to accomplish both the breaking of SU(3) 3 Lo SU(3)® SU(2)® U(1) and the
subsequent electroweak symmetry breaking with vevs of the scalar components of
these fields, although it may be necessary to include nonrenormalizable terms in
the superpotential (suppressed by inverse powers of the Planck mass) or additional
superfields such as a (8, 1, 1) _ (1, 8, 1) _ (1, 1,8) in order to favor the desired pat-
tern of symmmetry breaking. The most exciting feature of the model is that it is
necessary to violate R parity in order to give mass to the quarks and leptons, but
it is possible to choose a superpotential which will have low energy baryon number
conservation, ensuring the meta-stability of the proton. It is not possible to avoid
lepton number violation at the supersymmetry scale, and the phenomenology of
lepton violation is related to the pattern of quark and lepton masses. The amount
of lepton number violation is acceptably small, being proportional to the small
lepton masses. In summary, this theory appears very economical and promising,
however the details of the phenomenology remain to be worked out.

5. HAMILTON EQUATIONS ON GROUP MANIFOLDS
(Pietro Rossi)
The algorithms presently employed in simulating dynamical fermions rely

on the numerical integration of the Hamilton Equations on the SU(3) group man-
ifolds. Even though some derivations of these equations can be found in the
literature, the treatment is cumbersome enough that it is not easy to find a gen-
eralization to system like the a model where the configuration is not a Lie Group.

We gave a suitable definition --f classical mechanics on a group manifold and
we derive in all generality the corresponding Hamilton's equations. Within our
formalism it is easy to show that the dynamic so defined is area preserving, since
it satisfies Liuville's theorem, a_nd is :eversible. These two feature are essential
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ingredient of the Hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm that we t,ave employed in most
of ours numerical simulations.
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